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 Creation Tools G-Suite. Security and Privacy. Creation Tools G-Suite. Presentation Tools G-Suite. Creation Tools G-Suite.
Organizational Tools G-Suite. Programs and Functions. Creation Tools G-Suite. Storage Systems:Storage Systems: DocuFlow

Sorter. 1 item. DocuFlow Sorter. Storage devices. Document management. Storage systems. The system will determine the
minimum amount of storage space needed to store one copy of each item. Depending on the system, this can be either 100% or
80% of the actual storage capacity. Document management. The system will determine the minimum amount of storage space

needed to store one copy of each item. Depending on the system, this can be either 100% or 80% of the actual storage capacity.
G-Suite. Storage Systems. By default, the G-Suite storage will store your documents and spreadsheets in Google Drive. You can

choose to store in a location outside of Google Drive (for example, your computer), or just store the items locally. Storage
Systems. By default, the G-Suite storage will store your documents and spreadsheets in Google Drive. You can choose to store
in a location outside of Google Drive (for example, your computer), or just store the items locally. Storage Systems. This lets
you choose a location where you can store your documents and spreadsheets. Storage Systems. This lets you choose a location

where you can store your documents and spreadsheets. Storage Systems. G-Suite. Storage Systems. G-Suite. Security and
Privacy. Storage Systems. According to the system, one copy of each item will be stored in a secure location for recovery and
disaster recovery. When a device is offline, a copy of the data will be stored in Google Drive. If a device is offline, a copy of
the data will be stored in Google Drive. Storage Systems. If you create more than one copy of the same item in your shared

folder, only one copy will be available. However, you can share the original. If you delete or share the original, only the other
copies will be available. Storage Systems. If you create more than one copy of the same item in your shared folder, only one
copy will be available. However, you can share the original. If you delete or share the original, only the other copies will be

available. Storage Systems. You can protect items in a shared folder from being seen by unauthorized users. Storage Systems.
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